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Overview 
 
An Excel spreadsheet ‘EOQ_ROP_Calculations.xls’ has been created for testing EOQ/ROP Calculations under varying 
scenarios.  It has so far proven extremely useful for confirming existing calculations or for seeing the effects of single, 
multiple, minor or major rule changes on existing products using real data. 
 
The spreadsheet will accept all data that affects the EOQ/ROP calculation: 
� Business Rule settings; 
� Company Info fields; 
� Module settings; 
� ABC Classification tables; 
� Sub-module settings; 
� Product information; 
� Warehouse information for up to 3 warehouses (if the distribution centre module is on, an assumption has been made 

that the first warehouse is the distribution centre, and the second and third warehouses are satellites); 
� Product movement for those warehouses; 
� Usage adjustment for those warehouses; 
� EOQ/ROP Recalculation program parameters. 
The spreadsheet dynamically calculates EOQ, ROP, Safety Units, Average Sale, Base Monthly Average Usage, 
Exceptional Order Threshold, Total Exceptions and Impact of Exceptions based on the data described above. 
 
The spreadsheet will show the values that were used by these calculations, as many parameters are optionally pulled 
from multiple locations and may vary based on other parameters.  Parameters of this type include the following: 
� Lead Time; 
� R-Factor; 
� K-Factor; 
� Safety Factor; 
� Safety Percentage; 
� Cost; 
� Months Back. 
� Months Forward; 
� Average Monthly Lead Time; 
� Simple EOQ. 
 
The spreadsheet also shows the values for the many intermediate calculations that are made when using the advanced 
formulae, such as: 
� Movement Back; 
� Movement Forward; 
� Total Exceptions Back; 
� Total Exceptions Forward; 
� Impact of Exceptions Back; 
� Impact of Exceptions Forward; 
� Variance Back; 
� Variance Forward; 
� Standard Deviation. 
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Overview…continued 
 
Cells that contain formulae or static information have been locked. 
And, the spreadsheet is protected so that locked cells cannot be inadvertently erased. 
Many cells have comments attached to explain their usage (hovering over these will display the comments). 
Data validation, with input messages and error alerts, has been implemented for most cells that are not locked to ensure 
reasonability. 
Data that can be entered is displayed in blue. 
Data that is not required based on current settings will still be displayed but will be dimmed. 
Any changes are immediately reflected in the spreadsheet. 
 
The spreadsheet has two worksheets: 
� Sheet-1: Protected Sample (locked sample of a test product with test data); 
� Sheet-2: Your Test Product (protected worksheet, but ready to accept test data for your test product. 
 
The spreadsheet has been created as a ‘Read-only recommended’ and it is recommended and advised that users 
open the document as ‘Read-only’.  If the user wants or needs to save the data entered, the document can be 
saved by giving it a different name. 
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Using the Spreadsheet – Initial View 
 
When the spreadsheet first loads it will appear as shown below. 

 
The spreadsheet should open to the second worksheet titled Your Test Product with the user parked on the cell 
representing the base date for the EOQ/ROP calculation. 
The user is, of course, free to navigate to any of the three warehouse that have been created for scenario testing. 
 
There are four distinct colour schemes presented on the spreadsheet representing the following: 
Pink Non-Product Related Data 

These areas contain data pertinent to the calculation but not directly related to products, their suppliers or 
their warehouses. 
The type of information contained here would be runtime parameters for the actual Visual Streamline 
EOQ/ROP calculation, business rule settings, module settings, company info settings, ABC Classification 
settings, ….; 

Green Product Related Data 
These areas contain data pertinent to the calculation directly related to the product, its primary supplier or its 
warehouse. 
The type of information contained here would be decimal precision, lead time, costs (landed, replacement, 
average, standard), classification, safety and exceptional order percentages, months back and forward for the 
many accumulations and calculations necessary (eg. movement, usage, usage adjustments, exceptions, 
variance, standard deviation,…); 

Orange Intermediate Calculations and Key Values 
These areas contain data used in the EOQ/ROP, Safety Units and Average Monthly Usage calculations but 
not stored or displayed anywhere within the Visual Streamline software. 
There are values displayed representing Movement Back and Forward, Total Exceptions Back and Forward, 
Impact of Exceptions Back and Forward, Variance Back and Forward, Standard Deviation, Lead Time used, 
R-Factor used, K-Factor used, Safety Factor, Safety Percentage used, Cost used, Months Back and Forward 
used, Average Monthly Lead Time, Simple EOQ,…; 

Yellow Final Calculations 
This area contains the calculated results (both rounded and in full precision) for ROP, EOQ, Safety Units, 
Average Sale, base Average Monthly Usage, Exceptional Order Threshold, Total Exceptions, Impact of 
Exceptions and Average Monthly Usage based on all other data entered to this point. 

 
Each of these areas will be discussed in detail and in order in the sections that follow. 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data 
The ‘Recalculate ROP/EOQ Settings’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Recalculate ROP/EOQ Settings section contains key settings that the user typically enters in the front end of the 
Recalculate ROP/EOQ program in Visual Streamline.  These settings have a direct impact on the calculated results. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Recalculate ROP/EOQ Settings section of the spreadsheet contains data representing the parameters that are 
typically entered in Visual Streamline when running Inventory > Processing > Recalculate ROP/EOQ as shown in the 
screenshot below. 

 
Only, the parameters entered in the Recalculation Criteria group box are 
required for purposes of the spreadsheet as shown in the exploded area.  
The parameters entered in the Ranges and Other Filters are not 

important to the spreadsheet, but 
it is assumed that if product(s) are 
being tested to confirm, explain or 
justify the Streamline calculations, 
the product(s) fell within the 
parameters with which the 
program was last run. 
 
 
 

A further assumption is made that the Recalculate Average Monthly 
Usage,… and the Recalculate Safety Stock, … buttons will always be 
checked. 
 
 
 

 
 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Recalculate ROP/EOQ Settings section of the spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot below as the exploded area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells whose 
contents are formatted with a blue font.  In many 
instances, values in other sections of the spreadsheet 
may make the need for data in these cells redundant, in 
which case it will be disabled (field label will be gray, 
field value will 
be light blue, 
data can still be 
entered but will 
not be used). 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Recalculate ROP/EOQ Settings’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element required in the Recalculate ROP/EOQ Settings section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
The required elements are as follows: 
Calendar Base Date This cell contains the date equivalent of the Base Period entered in Visual Streamline 

in the Recalculate ROP/EOQ program. 
The user must enter a valid date in the cell, but only the Month and Year will be 
displayed and it will be assumed that calculations will be based on the entire month 
regardless of the day that has been entered. 
The date entered here will determine the ending date for the column headings for the 
Product Warehouse Movement section of the spreadsheet. 

Include ‘Monthly Usage…’ flag This cell contains the value of the Include ‘Monthly Usage Adjustments’ for ‘Base 
Period’ only checkbox entered in Visual Streamline in the Recalculate ROP/EOQ 
program. 
The user must enter a Yes or No response which can be either entered manually 
(Excel is, however, case sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
The flag in Visual is typically unchecked, meaning that ALL Monthly Usage will be 
included, not just the adjustments for the base period, the the spreadsheet must be 
set to ‘No’. 
If the flag in Visual is checked, meaning that only Monthly Usage for the Base Period 
will be included, then the spreadsheet must be set to ‘Yes’. 
The Adjusted Movement row heading and data elements in the Product Warehouse 
Movement section of the spreadsheet will be enabled/disabled or visible/invisible as 
determined by the value entered for this flag. 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Data Source’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Data Source section contains freeform text entered by the user to identify the source of the data being entered. 
A line break can be entered in Excel using Alt-Enter. 
The content has no impact whatsoever on the calculated results. 
 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Data Source section of the spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot below as the exploded area. 
 
Information entered here is for reference purposes only 
and is neither required nor utilized within the 
spreadsheet, so there is no further in depth discussion 
required. 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Company Business Rules’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Company Business Rules section contains key settings that the user typically enters in the front end of the 
Recalculate ROP/EOQ program in Visual Streamline.  These settings have a direct impact on the calculated results. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Company Business Rules section of the spreadsheet contains data representing the Business Rules settings that are 
stored in Visual Streamline when running Company Setup > Company Business Rules as shown in the screenshot below. 
 

In this exploded screenshot BR INV57 (EOQ Formula) is 
shown. 

 
In order to confirm the calculations in Visual Streamline, it is 
critical that the settings in the spreadsheet match the 
settings of the company whose calculations are being 
confirmed. 
 
In order to experiment with calculations, it is 
recommended that business rules are changed ONLY in 
the spreadsheet until satisfactory results have been 
achieved. 
 
There are several business rules, other than the business 
rule shown in the illustration, that affect the EOQ/ROP 

calculations and they are discussed in the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet section of this document.  As new business 
rules are added that may affect the EOQ/ROP calculations, the spreadsheet and this document will be updated to reflect 
the new business rules. 
 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Company Business Rules section of the spreadsheet 
is shown in the screenshot to the right as the exploded 
area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells 
whose contents are formatted with a blue font.  
In many instances, values in other sections of 
the spreadsheet may make the need for data 
in these cells redundant, in which case it will 
be disabled (field label will be gray, field value 
will be light blue, data can still be entered but 
will not be used). 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Company Business Rules’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element required in the Company Business Rules section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
The required elements are as follows: 
INV02 This cell contains the setting of BR INV02 (Costing Method for Booking Inventory Cost) that will be used within the 

spreadsheet for the EOQ/ROP calculation. 
Accepted values for this cell are Average, Standard or Replacement. These values can be either entered 
manually (Excel is, however, case sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
This business rule determines which cost from the Warehouse Specific Settings will be used in the Advanced 
EOQ calculation in the absence of a primary supplier landed cost value. 
Based on the value of this cell and the presence or absence of a landed cost, appropriate costs in the Warehouse 
Specific Settings will be enabled or disabled. 

INV32 This cell contains the setting of BR INV32 (ROP/EOQ Lead Time Method) that will be used within the spreadsheet 
for the EOQ/ROP calculation. 
Accepted values for this cell are Average, Date Created or Supplier. These values can be either entered manually 
(Excel is, however, case sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
This business rule determines the lead time that will be used in the Simple EOQ calculation and the ROP and 
Safety Units calculations. 
Based on the value of this cell, the appropriate lead times in the Product/Primary Supplier Specific settings will be 
enabled or disabled. 

INV57 This cell contains the setting of BR INV57 (EOQ Formula) that will be used within the spreadsheet for the 
EOQ/ROP calculation. 
Accepted values for this cell are Simple, Advanced or Classification. The Advanced or Classification settings are 
only available if the EOQ sub-module in the Sub-Module Settings sections is ON.  These values can be either 
entered manually (Excel is, however, case sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
This business rule determines the formulae that are used for the EOQ and ROP.  The Advanced and 
Classification settings both used the advanced formulae, but the Classification setting allows for different K-
Factors and Safety Factors based on a product’s classification within each warehouse. 
Based on the value of this cell, appropriate cells (eg. the entire ABC Classification Settings section, certain 
Company Info Settings, certain high level intermediate calculations, Classification field, …) in multiple locations 
will be enabled or disabled. 

PO34 This cell contains the setting of BR PO34 (EOQ/ROP Recalculation – Always Round Upwards) that will be used 
within the spreadsheet for the EOQ/ROP calculation. 
Accepted values for this cell are Yes or No. These values can be either entered manually (Excel is, however, 
case sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
This business rule determines the way in which the final calculated results are rounded and stored. 
The spreadsheet always displays the calculated results in unrounded full precision as well as in the required 
precision and rounding based on this business rule and the Decimal Places (Units) value in the Product/Primary 
Supplier Specific Settings. 

INV35 This cell contains the setting of BR INV35 (Default safety stock to 50% safety stock for EOQ/ROP) that will be 
used within the spreadsheet for the EOQ/ROP calculation. 
Accepted values for this cell are Yes or No. These values can be either entered manually (Excel is, however, 
case sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
When enabled, this business rule will use a Safety Percentage of 50% when none has been entered. 
This business rule only has no effect when BR INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Classification, as those 
calculations use the Safety Factor. 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Company Business Rules’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet…continued 
 
CUS95 This cell contains the setting of BR CUS95 (Use a minimum lead time by product line) that will be used within the 

spreadsheet for the EOQ/ROP calculation. 
Accepted values for this cell are Yes or No. These values can be either entered manually (Excel is, however, 
case sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
This business rule enables a field in the Product Line master called Lead Time Minimum which will be used for 
the EOQ/ROP calculation whenever the lead time determined by BR INV32 is less than the Lead Time Minimum. 
Based on the value of this cell, the Lead Time Minimum in the Product/Primary Supplier Specific settings will be 
enabled or disabled , and the Lead Time Used field in the Values Dependent on other Settings will be updated 
accordingly. 

INV74 This cell contains the setting of BR INV74 (Exceptional Order Determination Method) that will be used within the 
spreadsheet for the EOQ/ROP calculation. 
Accepted values for this cell are Off, Average Usage, or Average Sale. These values can be either entered 
manually (Excel is, however, case sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
This business rule, if On, determines the base against which the Exceptional Order Percentage will be applied to 
establish an Exceptional Order Threshold over which orders are deemed exceptional and therefore backed out of 
the Average Monthly Usage calculation.  
Based on the value of this cell, the appropriate exceptional processing related fields will be enabled or disabled. 

INV75 This cell contains the setting of BR INV75 (Impact of exceptional order on average usage) that will be used within 
the spreadsheet for the EOQ/ROP calculation. 
Accepted values for this cell are Off, Entire Order, Over Threshold or Over Average. These values can be either 
entered manually (Excel is, however, case sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
This business rule, if On, determines the extent to which exceptional orders affect the Average Monthly Usage 
calculation. 
Based on the value of this cell, the appropriate exceptional processing related fields will be enabled or disabled. 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Company Info Settings’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Company Info Settings section contains settings from the Company Info table, in Visual Streamline, that directly affect 
the EOQ/ROP calculation results. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Company Info Settings section of the spreadsheet contains data representing parameters that are accessible from 
located in Visual Streamline from Company Setup > Company Info as shown in the screenshot below. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The EOQ Factors are accessed by clicking on the EOQ Factors 
button as shown in the illustration on the left. 
It is important to note that this button is only available when BR 
INV57 (EOQ Formula) is NOT set to Simple. 
  
 
 

Again, as with the business rules, in order to experiment with calculations, it is recommended that these factors are 
changed ONLY in the spreadsheet until satisfactory results have been achieved. 
 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Company Info Settings section of the spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot below as the exploded area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells whose 
contents are formatted with a blue font.  In many 
instances, values in other sections of the spreadsheet 
may make the need for data in these cells redundant, in 
which case it will be disabled (field label will be gray, 
field value will be light blue, data can still be entered but 
will not be used). 
 
There are currently no other Company 
Info settings that affect the EOQ/ROP 
calculations, but if new Company Info 
settings are added that affect EOQ/ROP 
calculations, the spreadsheet and this 
document will be updated to reflect these 
settings. 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Company Info Settings’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element required in this section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
The required elements are as follows: 
R-Factor This cell contains the value for the R-Factor that will be used within the spreadsheet for the EOQ/ROP 

calculation.  The R-Factor is a dollar value and represents ‘your determination of the cost per line to issue a 
purchase order’. 
This field is only available when BR INV57 (EOQ Formula) is NOT Simple and is only used in the EOQ 
calculation. 
The value of this cell has NO effect on the enabling or disabling of any other fields. 

K-Factor This cell contains the value for the K-Factor that may be used within the spreadsheet for the EOQ/ROP 
calculation.  The K-Factor is an integer between 1 and 100 inclusive, representing the percentage applied to 
average cost to determine the carrying cost of an item. 
This field is only available when BR INV57 (EOQ Formula) is NOT Simple.  This field is used in the EOQ 
calculation under either of the following conditions: 
BR INV57 is set to Advanced;  OR 
BR INV57 is set to Classification AND the product is not classified. 
The value of this cell has NO effect on the enabling or disabling of any other fields. 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Sub-Module Settings’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Sub-Module Settings section contains the Visual Streamline Sub-Module settings that directly affect the EOQ/ROP 
calculation results. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Sub-Module Settings section of the spreadsheet contains data representing the sub-modules that are turned on in 
Visual Streamline.  These can be viewed by running Installation > Modules as shown in the screenshot below. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The only sub-modules that currently affect the EOQ and ROP calculations 
are the sub-modules (CP and EOQ) that are linked to the Purchase Order 
Processing module. 
 
In order to experiment with calculations, these factors can ONLY be 
changed on the spreadsheet, as these sub-modules must be purchased 
and turned ON by a programmer. 
 
There are currently no other sub-modules that affect the EOQ/ROP 
calculations, but, if new sub-modules are added, the spreadsheet and this 
document will be updated to reflect these settings. 
 
 
 

 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Sub-Module Settings section of the spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot below as the exploded area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells whose contents 
are formatted with a blue font.  In many instances, values 
in other sections of the spreadsheet may make the need 
for data in these cells redundant, in which case it will be 
disabled (field label will be gray, field value will be light 
blue, data can still be entered but will not be used). 
 
There are currently no other sub-modules 
that affect the EOQ/ROP calculations, but 
if new sub-modules are added that affect 
EOQ/ROP calculations, the spreadsheet 
and this document will be updated to 
reflect these settings. 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Sub-Module Settings’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element required in the Sub-Module Settings section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
The required elements are as follows: 
CP This cell contains a flag that determines whether the CP (Distribution Centre Module) sub-module is ON or 

OFF. 
The user must enter a Yes or No response which can be either entered manually (Excel is, however, case 
sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
The Distribution Centre Module allows satellite warehouse(s) to be linked to a distribution centre.  The 
spreadsheet allows up to 2 satellite warehouses to be linked to a distribution centre warehouse.  The net 
movement in these satellites is then added to the distribution centre’s movement when calculating EOQ, 
ROP, Average Usage, Safety Units, … 
The title in the Warehouse Specific Settings changes according to the state of this sub-module.  There are 
also rows of data (Net Movement and Supplier Purchases) in the Warehouse Specific Settings section of the 
spreadsheet that will be enabled or disabled based on the state of this sub-module. 

EOQ This cell contains a flag that determines whether the EOQ (Advanced EOQ Functionality) sub-module is ON 
or OFF. 
The user must enter a Yes or No response which can be either entered manually (Excel is, however, case 
sensitive) or selected from the dropdown. 
The Advanced EOQ Functionality Module enables the Advanced and Classification settings of Business Rule 
INV57 (EOQ Formula) and all that it entails. 
The value of this cell has NO effect on the enabling or disabling of any other fields, but does directly affect the 
contents of the dropdown in the INV57 cell of the Business Rule Settings section of the spreadsheet. 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘ABC Classification Settings’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The ABC Classification Settings section contains settings from the ABC Classification table in Visual Streamline that 
directly affect the EOQ/ROP calculation results. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The ABC Classification Settings section of the spreadsheet contains data representing the ABC Classifications that are 
currently set in Visual Streamline.  These can be viewed by running Inventory > Inventory Master Files > ABC 
Classification Settings as shown in the screenshot below. 

 
This program is only available if BR INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set 
to Classification.  Further, the Classification setting is only 
available to BR INV57 if the EOQ sub-module is ON. 
 
 
Again, as with the business rules, in order to experiment with 
calculations, it is recommended that these factors are changed 
ONLY in the spreadsheet until satisfactory results have been 
achieved. 
 
Unfortunately, there is a nesting limit within Excel that limits the 
ABC Classification Settings section in the spreadsheet to 
Classifications A, B, C, D, E and Z.  No other classifications will 
be recognized. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The ABC Classification Settings section of the 
spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot to the 
right as the exploded area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells 
whose contents are formatted with a blue font.  
In many instances, values in other sections of 
the spreadsheet may make the need for data 
in these cells redundant, in which case it will 
be disabled (field label will be gray, field value 
will be light blue, data can still be entered but 
will not be used). 
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Entering Information – Non-Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘ABC Classifications Settings’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element required in the ABC Classifications Settings section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
The required elements are as follows: 
K-Factor This column contains the values for the K-Factors for the various classifications that may be used within 

the spreadsheet for the EOQ/ROP calculation.  The K-Factor is an integer between 1 and 100 inclusive, 
representing the percentage applied to average cost to determine the carrying cost of an item. 
These fields are only available when BR INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Classification.  These fields are 
used in the EOQ calculation if BR INV57 is set to Classification AND the product is classified.  If the 
product is not classified the K-Factor from the Company Info Settings section of the spreadsheet will be 
used. 
The value of this cell has NO effect on the enabling or disabling of any other fields. 

Safety Factor This column contains the values for the Safety Factors for the various classifications that may be used 
within the spreadsheet for the Safety Units calculation.  The Safety Factor is a 4 decimal precision 
number between .0001 and 9.9999 inclusive, representing a statistical factor relating to confidence level. 
These fields are only available when BR INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Classification.  These fields are 
used in the Safety Units calculation if BR INV57 is set to Classification AND the product is classified.  If 
the product is not classified then a Safety Factor of 0 will be used. 
The value of this cell has NO effect on the enabling or disabling of any other fields. 
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Entering Information – Product Related Data 
The ‘Product/Primary Supplier Settings’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Product/Primary Supplier Settings section contains key settings of fields related to ROP/EOQ calculations that are 
stored in either the product master or the primary supplier’s landed cost table. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Product/Primary Supplier Settings section of the spreadsheet contains data found in Visual Streamline when running 
Inventory > Inventory Master Files > Product Code Lookup (Details > Supplier Info) as shown in the screenshot below. 
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Entering Information – Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Product/Primary Supplier Settings’ Section…continued 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Product/Primary Supplier Settings section of the spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot below as the exploded area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells whose contents are 
formatted with a blue font.  In many instances, values in other 
sections of the spreadsheet may make the need for data in 
these cells redundant, in which case it will be disabled (field 
label will be gray, field value will be light blue, data can still be 
entered but will not be used). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element required in the Product/Primary Supplier Settings section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
The required elements are as follows: 
Decimal Places (Units) This cell contains the value from the Decimal Places (Units) field from the Product Master 

screen.  
The user must enter a whole number between 0 and 4 inclusive.  
The value entered will determine the precision to which the ROP, EOQ and Safety Units 
values in the Final Calculated Results section of the spreadsheet are rounded, stored 
and displayed. 

Lead Time (in Days) This cell contains the value from the Lead Time (in Days) field from the Supplier Info 
screen for the primary supplier. 
The user must enter a whole number between 0 and 99 inclusive. 
This cell will be enabled and utilized in the appropriate EOQ, ROP and Safety Units 
calculations only if INV32 (ROP/EOQ Lead Time Method), in the Company Business 
Rules sections of the spreadsheet, is set to Supplier. 

Lead Time (Date Created) This cell contains the value from the Lead Time (Date Created) field from the Supplier 
Info screen for the primary supplier.  This field is only available if INV32 (ROP/EOQ Lead 
Time Method), in the Company Business Rules sections of the spreadsheet, is set to 
Date Created. 
The user must enter a whole number between 0 and 99 inclusive. 
This cell will be enabled and utilized in the appropriate EOQ, ROP and Safety Units 
calculations only if INV32 (ROP/EOQ Lead Time Method), in the Company Business 
Rules sections of the spreadsheet, is set to Supplier. 

Average Lead Time (in Days) This cell contains the value from the Average Lead Time (in Days) field from the Supplier 
Info screen for the primary supplier. 
The user must enter a whole number between 0 and 99 inclusive. 
This cell will be enabled and utilized in the appropriate EOQ, ROP and Safety Units 
calculations only if INV32 (ROP/EOQ Lead Time Method), in the Company Business 
Rules sections of the spreadsheet, is set to Average. 
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Entering Information – Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Product/Primary Supplier Settings’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet…continued 
 
Landed Cost This cell contains the value of the Landed Cost field from the Supplier Info screen for the 

primary supplier.  There may not be a landed cost in the Supplier Info screen. 
This field is used in the advanced calculation of EOQ and is therefore only enabled if 
INV57 (EOQ Formula), in the Company Business Rules section of the spreadsheet, is set 
to either Advanced or Classification. 
If the landed cost is zero, .then the calculation will use the replacement, average or 
standard cost depending on INV02 (Costing Method for booking inventory costs) in the 
Company Business Rules section of the spreadsheet. 

Setup Date This cell contains the value of the Setup date field from the Product Details (this is not a 
mandatory field). 
If the Setup Date cell contains a value, then entire columns, in the Product Movement 
section of the spreadsheet, representing movement prior to that date, may be disabled 
and the Months Forward and Months Back values will be adjusted so that the calculations 
are not skewed by including months prior to the product’s creation when there would or 
should, of course, have been no movement. 
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Entering Information – Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Warehouse Specific Settings’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Warehouse Specific Settings section contains key settings of fields related to ROP/EOQ calculations that are stored 
in the product warehouse table.  These settings have a direct impact on the calculated results. 
It is important to note that there are three Warehouse Specific Settings sections in the spreadsheet.  This is to 
accommodate the Distribution Centre module (the first section represents the Distribution Centre, the other two sections 
represent satellite warehouses).  If the Distribution Centre module is not being used, the other two sections can be used 
to actually confirm calculations for a product in multiple warehouses. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Warehouse Specific Settings section of the spreadsheet contains data found in Visual Streamline when running 
Inventory > Inventory Master Files > Product Code Lookup (Warehouse) as shown in the screenshot below. 
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Entering Information –Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Warehouse Specific Settings’ Section…continued 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Warehouse Specific Settings section of the spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot below as the exploded area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells whose contents are 
formatted with a blue font.  In many instances, values in other 
sections of the spreadsheet may make the need for data in 
these cells redundant, in which case it will be disabled (field 
label will be gray, field value will be light blue, data can still be 
entered but will not be used). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element required in the Warehouse Specific Settings section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
The required elements are as follows:  
Replacement Cost This cell contains the value from the Last Receipt Cost field from the Warehouse 

Inventory screen. 
This field will be enabled and used in the Advanced EOQ calculation only under the 
following conditions: 
- the primary supplier landed cost value is missing or zero; 
- INV02 (Costing method for booking inventory costs) is set to Replacement. 

Average Cost This cell contains the value from the Weighted Average field from the Warehouse 
Inventory screen. 
This field will be enabled and used in the Advanced EOQ calculation only under the 
following conditions: 
- the primary supplier landed cost value is missing or zero; 
- INV02 (Costing method for booking inventory costs) is set to Average. 

Standard Cost This cell contains the value from the Standard Cost field from the Warehouse Inventory 
screen. 
This field will be enabled and used in the Advanced EOQ calculation only under the 
following conditions: 
- the primary supplier landed cost value is missing or zero; 
- INV02 (Costing method for booking inventory costs) is set to Standard. 
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Entering Information – Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Warehouse Specific Settings’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet…continued 
 
Classification This cell contains the value from the Classification field from the Other Controls group 

box in the Warehouse Inventory screen. 
There is a nesting limit within Excel that limits the ABC Classification Settings section in 
the spreadsheet to Classifications A, B, C, D, E and Z, so no other classifications will be 
recognized. 
This field will be enabled and will determine the K-Factors and Safety Factors used in the 
EOQ and Safety Units calculation only if INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Classification. 

Safety Allowance Percentage This cell contains the value from the Safety Allowance Percentage field from the Other 
Controls group box in the Warehouse Inventory screen. 
The user must enter a 2 decimal precision number from 0 to 999.99 inclusive. 
This cell will be enabled if INV57 (EOQ Formula), in the Company Business Rules 
sections of the spreadsheet, is set to Simple or Advanced. 
When enabled this cell will be utilized in the calculation of Safety Unit, and will have a 
direct impact on the calculation of ROP. 

Exceptional Orders This cell contains the value from the Exceptional Orders field from the Other Controls 
group box in the Warehouse Inventory screen. 
The user must enter a whole number between 0 and 99 inclusive. 
The user must enter a 2 decimal precision number from 0 to 999.99 inclusive. 
This field represents the percentage of the initially calculated average monthly usage that 
an order line must exceed to be deemed exceptional.  Once an order line has been 
deemed exceptional, the average monthly usage is then recalculated with those order 
lines excluded. 

Months Back This cell contains the value from the Months Back field from the Other Controls group box 
in the Warehouse Inventory screen. 
The user must enter a whole number between 0 and 12 inclusive.  In addition, the sum of 
Months Back and Months Forward must not exceed 12. 
This field represents the number of months back used in calculating Average Usage, 
therefore having a direct impact on EOQ, ROP and Safety Units. 

Months Forward This cell contains the value from the Months Forward field from the Other Controls group 
box in the Warehouse Inventory screen. 
The user must enter a whole number between 0 and 12 inclusive.  In addition, the sum of 
Months Back and Months Forward must not exceed 12. 
This field applies to seasonal products and represents the number of months forward 
from last season used in calculating Average Usage, therefore having a direct impact on 
EOQ, ROP and Safety Units. 

Exclude from Distribution Centre This cell only appears in the second and third Warehouse Specific Settings 
sections and only if the Distribution Centre sub-module is turned.  It contains the value 
from the Exclude from Distribution Centre Calculations checkbox from the Reorder 
Controls group box in the Warehouse Inventory screen. 
Normally, the Net Movement figures for this satellite will be added to the SW(s) Net 
Movement figures for the Distribution Centre and will be incorporated into the Movement 
for Calculations figures therefore having a direct impact on EOQ, ROP and Safety Units. 
However, when this field is checked the Net Movement figures will be enabled and will no 
effect on the calculations for the Distribution Centre. 
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Entering Information – Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Warehouse Movement Settings’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Warehouse Movement Settings section contains movement data for the product and warehouse, for the 12 months 
up to and including the Calendar Base Date in the Recalculate ROP/EOQ Settings section of the spreadsheet. 
There are four different types of movement data included in this section: 
� Actual sales of the product from the warehouse; 
� Raw Material usage of the product from the warehouse; 
� Monthly usage adjustments of the product from the warehouse; 

and if the Distribution Center Module is ON; 
� the distribution center includes net satellite movement; 
� The satellite warehouses include supplier purchases. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Warehouse Movement Settings section of the spreadsheet contains data from multiple locations in Visual Streamline: 
� from Inventory > Inventory Master Files > Product Code Lookup (Movement) as shown in the first screenshot; 
� from Inventory > Inventory Master Files > Product Code Lookup (Warehouse > Adjust Usage) as shown in the second 

screenshot; 
 
 
 
 
 

When selecting movement data to be entered into the spreadsheet, you 
must ensure the following: 
� the correct warehouse (top left) has been identified; 
� the As At Date (top right) matches the Calendar Base Date that will 

be entered in the spreadsheet; 
� if the Distribution Centre module is ON, the movement data must not 

incorporate satellite warehouse movement (button lower left toggles 
between DC Only and DC Sums). 
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Entering Information –Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Warehouse Movement Settings’ Section…continued 
Data Source in Visual Streamline…continued 
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Entering Information –Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Warehouse Movement Settings’ Section…continued 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Warehouse Movement Settings section of the spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot below as the exploded area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells whose contents are 
formatted with a blue font.  In many instances, values in other 
sections of the spreadsheet may make the need for data in 
these cells redundant, in which case it will be disabled (field 
label will be gray, field value will be light blue, data can still be 
entered but will not be used). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element required in the Warehouse Movement Settings section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
The required elements are as follows: 
Quantity Sold This row in the spreadsheet contains the values from the Quantity Sold column in the 

Movement screen for the product, warehouse and time frame in question. 
Only those cells determined to be applicable based on the values in the Months Forward, 
Months Back and the product’s Setup Date fields will be enabled. 
There is a Total column containing the accumulated sum of the 12 months’ Quantity Sold 
figures that is not used in the calculations but is there for comparison purposes against 
the Total that is displayed in the source data screen.  

Materials Used This row in the spreadsheet contains the values from the Materials Used column in the 
Movement screen for the product, warehouse and time frame in question. 
Only those cells determined to be applicable based on the values in the Months Forward, 
Months Back and the product’s Setup Date fields will be enabled.  
There is a Total column containing the accumulated sum of the 12 months’ Materials 
Used figures that is not used in the calculations but is there for comparison purposes 
against the Total that is displayed in the source data screen. 

Actual Movement This row in the spreadsheet sums the Quantity Sold and Materials Used rows to 
represent the Actual Movement for the product from the warehouse in question. 
This row is calculated and data cannot be entered. 
Only those cells determined to be applicable based on the values in the Months Forward, 
Months Back and the product’s Setup Date fields will be highlighted. 

Usage Adjustment This row in the spreadsheet contains the values from the Monthly Usage Adjustments 
window for the product, warehouse and time frame in question. 
Only those cells determined to be applicable based on the values in the Months Forward, 
Months Back, product’s Setup Date and the Include ‘Monthly Usage…’ flag fields will be 
enabled/visible. 
There is a Total column containing the accumulated sum of the 12 months’ Usage 
Adjustment figures that is not used in the calculations but is there for consistency. 
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Entering Information –Product Related Data…continued 
The ‘Warehouse Movement Settings’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet…continued 
 
Adjusted Movement This row in the spreadsheet sums the Actual Movement and Usage Adjustment rows to 

represent the Adjusted Movement for the product from the warehouse in question. 
This row is calculated and data cannot be entered. 
Only those cells determined to be applicable based on the values in the Months Forward, 
Months Back and the product’s Setup Date fields will be highlighted. 

SW(s) Net Movement This row will only be highlighted if the Distribution Centre module is ON. 
This row only appears in the Warehouse Movement Settings for the Distribution Centre. 
This row in the spreadsheet sums the Net Movement rows from the Satellite warehouses 
that do not have the Exclude from Distribution Centre. 
This row is calculated and data cannot be entered. 
Only those cells determined to be applicable based on the values in the Months Forward, 
Months Back and the product’s Setup Date fields will be highlighted. 

Movement for Calculations This row in the spreadsheet represents the movement figures that will be used in the 
Monthly Average Usage calculation for the product and warehouse in question. 
This row is calculated and data cannot be entered. 
This row is calculated differently depending on the state of the Distribution Centre sub-
module. 
With the Distribution Centre sub-module ON: 
- for the Distribution Centre, it sums the Adjusted Movement and SW(s) Net Movement. 
- for the Satellite Warehouses, it sums the Actual Movement and Usage Adjustment. 
With the Distribution Centre sub-module OFF: 
- it sums the Actual Movement and Usage Adjustment. 
Only those cells determined to be applicable based on the values in the Months Forward, 
Months Back and the product’s Setup Date fields will be highlighted.  

Supplier Purchases This row will only be highlighted if the Distribution Centre module is ON. 
This row only appears in the Warehouse Movement Settings for the Satellite 
Warehouses. 
This row contains the values representing the quantities that the Satellite Warehouses 
have purchased directly from suppliers rather than being supplied by the Distribution 
Centre. 
Only those cells determined to be applicable based on the values in the Months Forward, 
Months Back and the product’s Setup Date fields will be highlighted. 

Net Movement This row will only be highlighted if the Distribution Centre module is ON. 
This row only appears in the Warehouse Movement Settings for the Satellite 
Warehouses. 
This row in the spreadsheet reduces the Movement for Calculation row by the Supplier 
Purchases row (will not allow a negative result) to arrive at the Net Movement from the 
Satellite for which the Distribution Centre will be accountable. 
This row is calculated and data cannot be entered. 
Only those cells determined to be applicable based on the values in the Months Forward, 
Months Back and the product’s Setup Date fields will be highlighted. 
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Interpreting the Results 
The ‘Final Calculated Results’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Final Calculated Results section contains the ROP, EOQ, Safety Units and Average Monthly Usage figures for the 
product and warehouse, based on all the settings currently entered in the spreadsheet. 
These figures are displayed in two different ways: 
� their final rounded form based on the values of the Decimal Places (Units) in the Product/Primary Supplier Specific 

Settings section and PO34 (EOQ/ROP Recalculation-Always round upwards) in the Company Business Rules 
Settings section; 

� in full precision before any rounding has taken place. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Final Calculated Results section of the spreadsheet calculates data that can be located in Visual Streamline from 
Inventory > Inventory Master Files > Product Code Lookup (Details > Warehouse) as shown in the screenshot below. 
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Interpreting the Results…continued 
The ‘Final Calculated Results’ Section…continued 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Final Calculated Results section of the spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot below as the exploded area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells whose contents are 
formatted with a blue font.  In many instances, values in other 
sections of the spreadsheet may make the need for data in 
these cells redundant, in which case it will be disabled (field 
label will be gray, field value will be light blue, data can still be 
entered but will not be used). 
 
NOTE: In this section of the spreadsheet, all results are 

calculated and the user cannot enter data 
here.  However, comprehensive comments 
have been attached to these cells and 
hovering over them will display them.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element displayed in the Final Calculated Results section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
Each data element is displayed twice in this section of the spreadsheet: 
� rounded according to the values of the Decimal Places (Units) in the Product/Primary Supplier Specific Settings 

section and PO34 (EOQ/ROP Recalculation-Always round upwards) in the Company Business Rules Settings 
section; 

� and in full decimal precision to as many decimals as Excel will allow. 
 
The formulae for each element is shown and some of the parameters in these formulae may themselves be the result of a 
complex calculation whose values are displayed in the spreadsheet in the Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final 
Calculated Results section of the spreadsheet and their formulae are discussed further on in this document 
 
The elements are as follows: 
ROP This field represents the ReOrder Point for the product and warehouse as calculated by Excel based on 

all the current movement data and parameter settings. 
 
The formula for ROP is as follows: 
If INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Simple 

sSafetyUnitEOQROP ��  

If INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Advanced or Classification 
sSafetyUnitmethlyLeadTiAverageMonthlyUsageAverageMonROP ��� . 
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Interpreting the Results…continued 
The ‘Final Calculated Results’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet…continued 
 
EOQ This field represents the Economic Order Quantity for the product and warehouse as calculated by Excel 

based on all the current movement data and parameter settings. 
 
The formula for EOQ is as follows: 
If INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Simple 

methlyLeadTiAverageMonthlyUsageAverageMonEOQ ��  

If INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Advanced or Classification 

020,
)(

100

24
INVBRbydefinedCostusethenCostLandedif

MStockingUOinLandedCost
KFactor

thlyUsageAverageMonRFactor
EOQ �

�

��
�  

 
Safety Units This field represents the Safety Units for the product and warehouse as calculated by Excel based on all 

the current movement data and parameter settings. 
 
The formula for Safety Units is as follows: 
If INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Simple or Advanced 

100

ntagewancePerceSafetyAllo
SimpleEOQsSafetyUnit ��  

If INV57 (EOQ Formula) is set to Classification 

methlyLeadTiAverageMonStdDevorSafetyFactsSafetyUnit ���  

 
Average Monthly Usage This field represents the Average Monthly Usage for the product and warehouse as 

calculated by Excel based on all the current movement data and parameter settings. 
The formula for Average Monthly Usage is as follows: 
 

� �
� �ardMonthsForwMonthsBack

ForwardExceptionsBackExceptionsrwardMovementFockMovementBa
thlyUsageAverageMon

�
���

�  
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Interpreting the Results…continued 
The ‘Values Dependent on other Settings’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Values Dependent on other Sections section contains various parameters that are used in the ROP, EOQ, Safety 
Units and Average Monthly Usage calculations for the product and warehouse, that may vary based on all the settings 
currently entered in the spreadsheet. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Values Dependent on other Settings section of the spreadsheet displays data that is crucial to the calculations but is 
not carried anywhere in Visual Streamline. 
 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Values Dependent on other Settings section of the spreadsheet is shown in the screenshot below as the exploded 
area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells whose contents are 
formatted with a blue font.  In many instances, values in other 
sections of the spreadsheet may make the need for data in 
these cells redundant, in which case it will be disabled (field 
label will be gray, field value will be light blue, data can still be 
entered but will not be used). 
 
NOTE: In this section of the spreadsheet, all results are 

calculated and the user cannot enter data here.  
However, comprehensive comments have been 
attached to these cells and hovering over them will 
display them.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element displayed in the Values Dependent on other Settings section of the spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
 
Each element in this section is dependent upon at least one other element in the spreadsheet.  Depending on the 
situation, an element in this section may not be required at all, in which case , the cell and its label will be disabled.  These 
situations are discussed in detail below. 
 
The elements are as follows: 
Lead Time Used The Lead Time is used to calculate Average Monthly Lead Time. 

This value of this field is dependent upon INV32 (ROP/EOQ Lead Time Method). 
R-Factor Used The R-Factor is required by the EOQ calculation when INV57 (EOQ Formula) is not Simple. 

This value of this field is dependent upon INV57 (EOQ Formula). 
The value of this field may also be dependent upon the Classification Code when INV57 is set to 
Classification. 
This field will be disabled when INV57 is set to Simple. 
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Interpreting the Results…continued 
The ‘Values Dependent on other Settings’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet…continued 
 
K-Factor Used The K-Factor is required by the EOQ calculation when INV57 (EOQ Formula) is not Simple. 

The value of this field is dependent upon INV57 (EOQ Formula). 
The value of this field is pulled from the K-Factor column of the ABC Classification Settings based 
upon the Classification Code of the product and warehouse in question if INV57 is set to 
Classification. 
The value of this field is pulled from K-Factor in Company Info Settings if INV57 is set to Advanced. 
This field will be disabled when INV57 is set to Simple. 

Safety Factor Used The Safety Factor is required by the EOQ calculation when INV57 (EOQ Formula) is 
Classification. 
The value of this field is pulled from the Safety Factor column of the ABC Classification Settings 
based upon the Classification Code of the product and warehouse in question.  A value of zero will be 
used if the Classification Code is missing. 
This field will be disabled when INV57 is NOT set to Classification. 

Safety Percentage Used The Safety Percentage is required by the EOQ calculation when INV57 (EOQ Formula) is 
NOT Classification. 
The value of this field is pulled from the Safety Allowance Percentage field of the Warehouse Specific 
Settings.  A value of zero is valid, however, if INV35 (Default safety stock to 50% safety stock in 
EOQ/ROP) is ON, then a value of zero will result in a value of %50. 
This field will be disabled when INV57 is set to Classification. 

Cost Used The Cost is required by the EOQ calculation when INV57 (EOQ Formula) is not Simple. 
The value of this field is pulled from Landed Cost in the Product/Primary Supplier Specific Settings. 
If there is no Landed Cost in the Product/Primary Supplier Specific Settings, then the value of this 
field is dependent upon INV02 (Costing Method for Booking Inventory Costs and will be pulled from 
Replacement Cost, Average Cost or Standard Cost depending on the value of INV02. 
This field will be disabled when INV57 is set to Simple. 

Months Back Used The Months Back is required by all of the Movement calculations and, therefore, has a direct impact 
on the Average Monthly Usage calculation. 
The Months Back Used field represents the minimum of the number of months from Setup Date to 
Calendar Base Date and the Months Back figure in the Warehouse Specific Settings. 
This field will be used by all the Movement calculations if different than the Months Back figure in the 
Warehouse Specific Settings. 
This field will be disabled if it is the same as the Months Back figure in the Warehouse Specific 
Settings has been deemed usable. 

Months Forward Used The Months Forward is required by all of the Movement calculations and, therefore, has a direct 
impact on the Average Monthly Usage calculation. 
The Months Forward Used field represents either the Months Forward figure in the Warehouse 
Specific Settings or Zero, if the number of months from Setup Date to Calendar Base Date is less 
than 12. 
This field will be used by all the Movement calculations if different than the Months Forward figure in 
the Warehouse Specific Settings. 
This field will be disabled if it is the same as the Months Forward figure in the Warehouse Specific 
Settings has been deemed usable. 
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Interpreting the Results…continued 
The ‘Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final Calculated Results’ Section 
Purpose of this Section in the Spreadsheet 
 
The Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final Calculated Results section contains various intermediate 
calculations that are used in the ROP, EOQ, Safety Units and Average Monthly Usage calculations for the product and 
warehouse, that may vary based on all the settings currently entered in the spreadsheet. 
 
Detailed information about this data group, such as the location of the data in Visual Streamline, the location of the section 
in the spreadsheet, implications and formats will be described in the Data Source in Visual Streamline, Location on the 
Spreadsheet and the Data Elements in the Spreadsheet sections that immediately follow. 
 
Data Source in Visual Streamline 
 
The Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final Calculated Results section of the spreadsheet contains and displays 
data that is crucial to the calculations but is not carried anywhere in Visual Streamline. 
 
Location on the Spreadsheet 
 
The Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final Calculated Results section of the spreadsheet is shown in the 
screenshot below as the exploded area. 
 
Users can only enter values in those cells whose contents are 
formatted with a blue font.  In many instances, values in other 
sections of the spreadsheet may make the need for data in 
these cells redundant, in which case it will be disabled (field 
label will be gray, field value will be light blue, data can still be 
entered but will not be used). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: In this section of the spreadsheet, all results are calculated and the user cannot enter data here.  However, 

comprehensive comments have been attached to these cells and hovering over them will display them. 
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Interpreting the Results…continued 
The ‘Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final Calculated Results’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet 
 
Each data element displayed in the Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final Calculated Results section of the 
spreadsheet is discussed in detail. 
The formulae for each element is shown and discussed further on in this document 
 
The elements are as follows: 
Movement Forward This field represents the total Seasonal Movement for the product and warehouse in question. 

The field is calculated by accumulating cells from the Movement for Calculations row in the 
Warehouse Movement Settings section starting at the leftmost column and moving right for as 
many cells as determined by the lesser of Months Forward or Months Forward Used (a Months 
Forward of zero will, of course, produce a Movement Forward of zero). 
 
The formula for Movement Forward is as follows: 

� �

0,0

0,
1

12

��

�� �
�

�

ardMonthsForwifForwardMovement

ardMonthsForwifMovementForwardMovement
ardMonthsForw

i
AgoMonthsi  

 
Movement Back This field represents the total Recent Movement for the product and warehouse in question. 

The field is calculated by accumulating cells from the Movement for Calculations row in the 
Warehouse Movement Settings section starting at the rightmost column and moving left for as 
many cells as determined by the lesser of Months  Back or Months Back Used (a Months Back of 
zero will, of course, produce a Movement Back of zero). 
 
The formula for Movement Back is as follows: 

0,0

0,
1

0
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MonthsBackifBackMovement
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i
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Initial Average Monthly Usage This field represents the Average Monthly Usage for the product and warehouse in 

question before backing any movement deemed exceptional. 
The field is the average movement for the months being considered. 
 
The formula for Initial Average Monthly Usage is as follows: 

� �
� �ardMonthsForwMonthsBack

rwardMovementFockMovementBa
yUsagerageMonthlInitialAve

�
�

�   

This field will be disabled when Exceptional Orders in Warehouse Specific Settings is not zero. 
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Interpreting the Results…continued 
The ‘Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final Calculated Results’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet…continued 
 
Exceptions Forward This field represents the total Seasonal Movement Exceptions for the product and warehouse in 

question. 
In the spreadsheet, this field is calculated by accumulating cells (that exceed Exceptional Orders 
percent of the Initial Average Monthly Usage) from the Movement for Calculations row in the 
Warehouse Movement Settings section starting at the leftmost column and moving right for as 
many cells as determined by the lesser of Months Forward or Months Forward Used (a Months 
Forward of zero will, of course, produce an Exceptions Forward of zero). 
In Visual Streamline, this field is calculated by accumulating individual invoice lines that exceed 
the exceptional orders percentage of Initial Average Monthly Usage.  It is for this reason that 
exceptional orders cannot be reliably tested in this spreadsheet unless all monthly movement 
data are the result of single orders/invoices. 
 
The formula for Exceptions Forward is as follows: 
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This field will be disabled when Exceptional Orders in Warehouse Specific Settings is not zero. 
 

Exceptions Back This field represents the total Recent Movement Exceptions for the product and warehouse in 
question. 
In the spreadsheet, this field is calculated by accumulating cells (that exceed Exceptional Orders 
percent of the Initial Average Monthly Usage) from the Movement for Calculations row in the 
Warehouse Movement Settings section starting at the rightmost column and moving left for as 
many cells as determined by the lesser of Months Back or Months Back Used (a Months Back of 
zero will, of course, produce an Exceptions Forward of zero). 
In Visual Streamline, this field is calculated by accumulating individual invoice lines that exceed 
the exceptional orders percentage of Initial Average Monthly Usage.  It is for this reason that 
exceptional orders cannot be reliably tested in this spreadsheet unless all monthly movement 
data are the result of single orders/invoices. 
 
The formula for Exceptions Back is as follows: 
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This field will be disabled when Exceptional Orders in Warehouse Specific Settings is not zero. 
 

Average Monthly Lead Time This field contains the Average Monthly Lead Time which is used in one or more of the 
following calculations: EOQ; ROP; Safety Units; depending on business rule settings.  
Since lead times are expressed in days, the average monthly lead time is determined by dividing 
the lead time by 30 (the number of days in an average month). 
 
The formula for Average Monthly Lead Time is as follows: 

30
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Interpreting the Results…continued 
The ‘Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final Calculated Results’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet…continued 
 
Variance Forward This field is slightly misnamed.  Variance of a data set is defined as the sum of the squares of the 

measure of distance of each value in the data set from the mean divided by the number of values 
in the data set.  The Variance stored in the spreadsheet actually represents only the numerator 
portion of the variance formula.  This was necessary as the data set is broken into two pieces 
(Forward and Back) and the ultimate goal is to determine the variance of the combined data sets 
which is not necessarily the sum of the variances of the individual data sets. 
Therefore, the Variance Forward represents the sum of the squares of the measure of distance of 
each seasonal movement figure from the average monthly usage figure.  Refer to the Movement 
Forward section to determine which movement cells are used in the accumulation process. 
 
The formula for Variance Forward (in the spreadsheet) is as follows: 
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This field will be disabled when INV57 is not set to Classification. 
 

Variance Back This field is slightly misnamed.  Variance of a data set is defined as the sum of the squares of the 
measure of distance of each value in the data set from the mean divided by the number of values 
in the data set.  The Variance stored in the spreadsheet actually represents only the numerator 
portion of the variance formula.  This was necessary as the data set is broken into two pieces 
(Forward and Back) and the ultimate goal is to determine the variance of the combined data sets 
which is not necessarily the sum of the variances of the individual data sets. 
Therefore, the Variance Back represents the sum of the squares of the measure of distance of 
each recent movement figure from the average monthly usage figure.  Refer to the Movement 
Back section to determine which movement cells are used in the accumulation process. 
 
The formula for Variance Back (in the spreadsheet) is as follows: 
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This field will be disabled when INV57 is not set to Classification. 
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Interpreting the Results…continued 
The ‘Intermediate Calculations used to arrive at Final Calculated Results’ Section…continued 
Data Elements in the Spreadsheet…continued 
 
Simple EOQ This field contains the EOQ that would be calculated using the formula associated with INV57 set 

to Simple. This figure is used in the Safety Units calculation when INV57 is not set to Classified.  
Since lead times are expressed in days, the average monthly lead time is determined by dividing 
the lead time by 30 (the number of days in an average month). 
 
The formula for Simple EOQ is as follows: 

methlyLeadTiAverageMonthlyUsageAverageMonSimpleEOQ ��   
This field will be disabled when INV57 is set to Classification. 
 

Standard Deviation This field too is slightly misnamed.  Standard Deviation is defined as the square root of Variance, 
where variance of a data set is defined as the sum of the squares of the measure of distance of 
each value in the data set from the mean divided by the number of values in the data set.  The 
Standard Deviation stored in the spreadsheet actually divides by the number of values in the data 
set less 1.  This was necessary as this is the figure that is required by the Safety Units 
calculation. 
 
The formula for Standard Deviation (in the spreadsheet) is as follows: 
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This field will be disabled when INV57 is not set to Classification. 
 


